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Experience
- Director, Canadian Global Exploration Forum (CGEF)
- Co-Chair, International Division of the Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists (CSPG)

Track Record
- Proven prospect generator
- Reliable and trusted interpretations that attract investment capital
- Establishes the technical foundations to build a company on
- Timely delivery of projects through 16+ years of consultancy
- Successful in any basin

Capabilities
- Sparse data sets and data rooms
- Frontier exploration and new ventures
- Basin analysis & compilation
- Characterization of petroleum systems and play types
- Play & prospect generation
- Structural and tectonic analysis
- Characterization of fractured reservoirs
- Surface mapping (lithological & structural)
- Seismic interpretation & subsurface mapping
- Fractured reservoir characterization
- Exploration in crystalline rocks
- Well planning in clastic, carbonate, volcanic, and basement rocks

Quality
- 30+ years of field experience
- Rigorous data integration

Recent Project Locations
- Stacked Basins, Baltic Sea
- Atlantic Rift Basins, Morocco
- Transtensional Inverted Rift, Mongolia
- Sichuan Foreland Basin, China
- Rocky Mountains Foothills, Canada